
SMART Board® M600 interactive whiteboard
The world’s most popular interactive whiteboard now has dual touch, making it 
easy to create collaborative learning opportunities throughout your classroom. 

Freestyle interaction
The system enables two students to 
instantly start working together without 
having to switch to a multiuser mode 
or work in confined areas of  
the surface. 

Dual touch capabilities
Two students can naturally collaborate 
and simultaneously interact with 
lesson content, using pens, their 

Touch and gestures
Students and teachers can naturally interact 
with content, writing, erasing and performing 
mouse functions using a finger or pen. They 
can also use intuitive gestures such as flick, 
rotate and zoom, which makes content easier 
to conceptualize and comprehend.

SMART Ink™ 
SMART Ink is accurate and 
smoothes out digital ink to 

improve legibility as you write over 

SMART Notebook™ collaborative  
learning software 
Teachers can easily create and deliver  
engaging interactive lessons, and then save 
notes or content from those lessons to share 
with students. SMART Notebook software also 
provides a common platform for linking  
a variety of classroom technologies and  
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Dual touch capabilities 
DViT® technology provides support for two simultaneous 
touches, making it easy for two students to instantly 
collaborate. Both students can work together at the 
same time, using pens (included), their fingers or other 
objects to write and perform gestures.

Freestyle interaction 
Two students can instantly start working together without 
having to switch to a multiuser mode or work in confined 
areas of the surface. Students can switch naturally from 
collaborating with each other to interacting with lesson 
content. 

Touch and gestures 
A natural touch experience makes it easy for students 
and teachers to interact with content, writing, erasing 
and performing mouse functions using a finger or pen. 
They can also use intuitive gestures such as flick, rotate 
and zoom, which makes content easier to conceptualize 
and comprehend.

SMART Notebook collaborative learning software 
This software sets the standard for creating,  
delivering and managing interactive lessons - all within a 
single application. Teachers can easily create engaging 
interactive lessons, and then save notes or content from 
those lessons to share with students. SMART Notebook 
software also provides a common platform for linking a 
variety of classroom technologies and student  
mobile devices.

SMART Ink 
Improve the legibility of your handwriting as you 
write over applications, websites and videos. The ink 
becomes an object that you can move and manipulate.

Intuitive multiuser pen tray 
The pen tray provides quick access to ink color 
selections, the on-screen keyboard, and right-click 
and help functions. This makes it easy for teachers 
to facilitate learning while standing at the interactive 
whiteboard. 

Save function 
Capture your work in SMART Notebook software as 
a screen shot that can be edited or saved directly 
into several software applications. You can also 
capture student work and use it later for reporting or 
assessment.

Durable surface 
The low-gloss surface is optimized for projection, 
ensuring content can be clearly seen from anywhere 
in the room. The surface is also easy to clean and is 
compatible with dry-erase markers.

Widescreen interactive whiteboard option 
The wide-format 685 (87”) model gives you more 
workspace and more room to show images and  
videos. It’s ideal for classrooms that use widescreen 
laptops and monitors. It also supports larger group work 
and whole-class teaching in classes that have more  
than 30 students.  

Option to add sound 
Optional 14-watt USB speakers available.

Projector controls 
Only available with the SMART 600i and 600ix systems, 
projector controls are integrated into the pen tray for 
easy projector management.

Choose the projector that best suits your needs
SMART offers two integrated HD-ready 
projectors, making it easy to match the SMART 
Board M600 with the right projector for your 
needs and budget. Our ultra-short-throw 
projectors offer 3000 to 3600 lumens, provide 
exceptional image quality and reduce shadows 
and glare.


